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Kit Review:
HobbyBoss 1/48th scale Ta152C0 and1
by Hal Marshman Sr

I have bought 2 of the C0 kits and 1 of the C
1. I am building these as a collection for
Baycon/2012. The following are my experiences
building the first. Before I start, let me advise you
that the Ta152C0 and the Ta152C1 are
virtually the same kit, the sole difference being
the wing undersides. The access panels are
different between the two kits, everything else
remains the same.

HobbyBoss has cast their kit in a light gray
plastic with rather petite engraved detailing.
There seems to be a slightly pebbly effect to the
surface, but once painted it is undetectable.
Separate rudders, wing flaps, and airlerons are
provided, along with two cowlings featuring
opened or closed cowl flaps. There are two
cowling tops, one with a small supercharger
hump on the left side, the other with a more
pronounced hump. There is a small etched brass
fret enclosed containing the seatbelts, shelf
behind the seat, rudder peddles, and a small
semicircular exhaust deflector, meant to prevent
exhaust gasses from entering the supercharger
.scoop. Compared to other German inlined engine
powered planes, this is one large item, the
opening being oval in cross section, rather than
the normal circular affair. The rudder pedals and
the behind the seat shelf are also provided on the
plastic sprues.

The clear parts consist of a windscreen, blown
style hood, and the gunsight. Oddly enough, the
gunsight is also duplicated on one of the regular
plastic sprues.. I gave my clear parts a bath in
Future floor polish, and it brought them off nicely.

The landing gear is well represented, and nicely
detailed. The oleo piston has an attachment that
needs to be carfully removed and polished before
painting, particularly if you like I, paint the pistons
silver. The gear covers are nicely detailed both in
and outside. This kit provides inner gear doors, and
what seemed odd at first, a piston type opening
strut. On previous Focke Wulf fighters, we are used
to seeing a hinged affair here, but checking what
photos are available, it seems like they made a
change for the Ta152. Other external accessories
include an RDF loop and an FuG16 antenna, along
with the Morane antenna to go under the left wing.
The Ta152 was armed with two 20mm cannon in
the cowl and two of the same in the wings. The
spinner carried the muzzle for an engine mounted
30mm cannon. HobbyBoss gives you breach works
for the wing cannon, but the covers are not
openable, thus once constructed, they're not visible.
Little hitch here, the holes for the muzzles do line
up well, and would have the barrels tilted toward
the engine cowling. You will need to make an
adjustment.

The decal sheet for both airplanes includes
some small stencilling, with a small separate sheet
containing instrument panel guages and consol top
detail. I used the panel decals, but painted the
consol tops. Although these decal sheets look quite
good on the backing paper, I found them to be
much less than adequate when it came to actually
using them. Lots of breaking up, folding under or
over, etc. It was so bad that I photostated them onto
clear decal sheet. Even coating with the Micro
Scale Decal Maker, and coating them with Future
did not improve their performance.

Getting down to actual construction, the basic
kit went together pretty well. with no poorly fitting
parts, On Long Nosed 190s and Ta152s, the rear of
the engine was visible from the gear wells, and
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My model is painted with WEM Colorcoats
RLM 81 RLM 82 for the upper camoflage with
RLM 70 for the spinner. The undersides are
RLM76 from Model Master. I must say, I've
really enjoyed my modeling experience with
this kit, in spite of the few problems. Knowing
about these difficulties makes doing the further
two in my series more of a breeze. Highly
recommended. Hal

HobbyBoss has provided this kit with a nicely
done item here, that also goes together
smoothly. There is one fly in the ointment,
however. There's no bulkhead separating the
cockpit area from the open gear wells, thus you
can look up into the front of the cockpit, also. I
constructed a bulkhead from sheet styrene,
glueing it to the rear of the very nicely done
main wing spar. If you'll look at the attached
picture, you will note my bulkhead and a
ceiling I also made to prevent seeing the inside
of the gun mounts.

The kits include a color drawing depicting
both side elevations, plus top and bottom
renderings. They've color coded the drawings
so the you can easily identify what shades are
being used. The 0 kit provides decals and
instructions for both the factory test version
and a proposed scheme for what the fighter
might have looked like had it been attached to
Jg301. This is the scheme I used on my
completed model. The factory scheme is
currently being applied to the second 0 kit.
The Ta152C1 kit provides only that factory
applied scheme. I find these late war paint jobs
very interesting, even for factory schemes.

For my purposes, i prefer to not used Etched
metal, so where there was an injected
alternative, I used it. I also prefer to make my
seat belts and buckles, and have done so here. I
also drilled out the guns, and substituted a fine
piece of wire for the plastic Fug16 antenna.
You will note that the antenna cable is not taut.
This is because the blown hood birds did not
feature a tensioner, so that when the canopy
was opened, the cable drooped. Note also that
HobbyBoss did not provide a mast for the fin.
Many builders of these kits on the net do not
include antenna cables on their birds, but
closely inspecting what photos are available, i
did find a small mast mounted further forward
on the fin than the larger triangular one we're
used to seeing on FW 190s.
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Kit Review:
Revell 1:25 Scale

Kurtis Midget Racer
In the Box Review
I can’t say that I am in any way a dirt
track/midget racing fan but these kits got
my attention. As a new release, the Revell
1:25 scale Kurtis Midget Racer is getting
a lot of press, most of it good, for what
are actually two separate kits. It’s
available in two versions; Kit No. 4249, an
Edelbrock equipped Ford V8/60 powered
or Kit No. 4267, the Offenhauser four
cylinder powered variant. Both kits come
with a trailer and trailer hitch made to fit
other Revell kits, and some etched brass
parts.
Each kit comes with a 16 page instruction
booklet with appropriate assembly
diagrams and decal placement views of
two different schemes for that kit. There
are no either/or diagrams covering both
kits. One flaw with the 4267 instructions is
the brief history paragraph is identical to
the 4249 sheet and lists the Edelbrock V
8 as it’s powerplant. The assembly
diagrams seem to be clear and
straightforward. What is not clear is the
colors in the paint schemes. They show
the decal placement but list no body

colors. There is also no explanation as to
whether these are actual historic schemes
or fictitious. The color list on the first page
lists some very generic colors needed to
complete the kit to match the box art. Much
is left to interpretation.
The decal sheet has two complete schemes,
additional sponsor decals, and additional
team logo decals for the tow vehicles should
you choose to build one. Kit 4249 has a
red/cream and a black/gold/red scheme, Kit
4267 has a yellow (Revell’s
description)/red/white and blue/white/red
scheme.
In the box there is a decal sheet for the two
schemes mentioned above, a plastic bag of
eight sprues of white plastic that build into
the car and trailer, another bag with three
sprues of chrome plated parts, still another
bag with two sprues of what appears to be
matt aluminum finished wheels and engine
parts, six tires, and a packet of etched brass
and metal parts, and of course a clear
windscreen. A total of 105 parts. I question
the ‘matt aluminum’ parts, I’m not sure what
is being attempted here, and most likely you
will want to strip and refinish these. Revell
rates these models as Skill Level 3 –‘Most
Challenging’. I suspect that is because of
the etched brass parts, I didn’t see anything
in the instructions that looked that difficult
and most likely a lesser skilled builder could
get good results. Otherwise it appears that
these kits will build into nice little models
right out of the box and yet there is still room
for additional detail for the more advanced
builders.
The Kurtis Kraft Midget Racer had it’s
heyday from about 1947 to 1955 but was
still being produced into the 1960’s.
Producing over 1,100 Midgets, 500 as
factory buildups and over 600 sold in kit
form. Nearly every Indy driver from the 50’s
to the 70’s spent some time racing midgets. I
can only imagine that it’s just a short while
before the aftermarket decal people start

From The Bridge
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producing sheets with additional
schemes for these kits.
So, for having no interest, I ended up
with both. I couldn’t choose just one. I
wanted to see if it was just the engine or
were there other differences between
each kit. (There are, but very few.) All
and all this appears to be a fun build.
MSRP is about $25 a pop. I rate it a 4 on
a scale of 0 to 5.
John Nickerson

Support Your LocalHobby Shops

The Last Gunfight by JeffGuinn
Hal Marshman Sr

I realize this is a little off topic for model
builders, but it is history, and I hope will be of
interest to some of you. I personally have been
a fan of Wyatt Earp since I was about 9, and
saw "My Darling Clementine", a movie about
the Earps and the OK Corral fight. The movie
played loosely with the facts for sure, but it did
spark my interest. Since that time, I've read
every book about the characters and the battle
I could put my hands on. I've also seen every
movie about the subject from "Clementine" to
"Tombstone". I've even visited Tombstone
twice. In any event, I bought this book through
the Military Book Club for $19.95. Since the

book was published by Simon & Schuster in
2011, I knew it would contain the latest
research. I was not wrong. All the characters
we love and hate are here, from Wyatt and his
brothers, Doc Holliday, the Clantons, the
Mclaurys, Curly Bill brocius, Johnny Ringo,
Johhny Behan, Frank Stillwell, and on down
through the lesser lights of the outlaw cowboys,
and the politicos of Arizona, Chochise and
Pima counties, and of course, Tombstone itself.

All the major characters are dealt with as
individuals, to include what is known of their
origins, family circumstances, and those events
that shaped their lives. The origin of Tombstone
itself are also covered, along with its founder,
Ed Schieffelin. There is a several page
photographic section, with photos of all the
major characters, and of the town and its
surroundings. First time I've ever seen a picture
of Johhny Ringo. In the back of the book,
there's a rather extensive section of author's
notes, and references to other material he
researched. One has to bear in mind, these
events occurred roughly 130 years ago, so
public records, court documents, and diaries
were combed to accrue whatever factual
material could by found.

Guinn doesn't sugar coat anything, but
portrays his characters as they seem to
actually have been. The main character has to
be Wyatt Earp, and he doesn't come off as the
stalwart goody goody hero he's always been
portrayed as, but as a normal man, with faults,
an ego, and a desire for fame and fortune. In
spite of his drawbacks, one thing does shine
through, and that's his magnanimity in allowing
Ike Clanton to excape the gunfight, even as the
guns were going off. His black and white vision
of the law also comes through all the muddle of
his active life. Down side, He was a consort of
prostitutes and a gambler, although on the
frontier, these activities didn't elicit the distaste
of society, as it would have in more genteel
surroundings. There was a scarcity of female
companionship in the West, and prostitution
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was found to be a necessary evil, and
legally controlled with licenses, taxes, and
such. Everyone gambled, and that was
also an accepted fact in the early days,
with many making their living as gamblers.
Doc Holliday, the tubercular dentist turned
gunman, was certainly devoted to the
tables, as he was to hard liquor. Most of the
Earps appear to have had common law
wives, as did Doc. Little is mentioned of
females in relationship to most of the
opposing cowboys, so perhaps they lived
celebit lives, partaking of the soiled doves
when they felt the need. Speaking of the
cowboys, Guinn also doesn't paint them all
as bad guys, but seems very
understanding of some of their premises.
Mind you, he makes no bones about the
deadliness of such as Curly Bill and Johhny
Ringo, nor the loud mouthed bragadoccio
of Ike Clanton, whose loud rantings and ill
temper probably was a prime cause of the
battle, although the author is careful to
show how the tension built over a period of
time, to the point where deadly
confrontation was inevitable, needing only
the spark to ignite the tinder.

Naturally, the 30 second fight itself is
dissected, with what is known of who shot
whom, and so on. Further, the aftermath of
the battle is well covered, with all the
inquests, hearings, and trials it precipitated.
The bloody aftermath with Virgil earp's
wounding and Morgan Earp's murder, not
to mention the failed attempt on Mayor
Clum's life is related. Now we see a Wyatt
Earp who throws aside the legal trappings
of lawful action, and sets out on his
"Vendetta Ride", avenging those wrongs
with outright murders of his own. The
author then rounds out the story with
Wyatt's life up to his death at a ripe old
age. There is discussion of the various
books written, and the movies and

television offerings that have been
made in regard to the subject. Guinn has
done a very good job of rounding out his
work, and what he has done must surely
be appreciated by any fan of the Old
West.

If the reader has any interest in the
happenings in southeast Arizona in the
early eighteen eighties, he should know
that I heartily recommend this book as a
factual, highly readable, and most
exciting work. I enjoyed it thoroughly.

Hal Sr
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Aug 11th Meeting
Kevin Conlon  Host

96 Touisset Road
Warren, RI 02885

4012454627

Take 95 South to 195 East, follow 195 East
over Mass line and take exit # 3.
(Swansea Route 118 Exit). Go Left off exit
and follow to first light ( Cumberland Farms
and White Church at the intersection). Take a
left at the light and follow to the next set of
lights. Go straight through the lights and
follow the road to the right along the water. (
When the road turns away from the water
and goes up the hill) take
third left at the top of the hill onto Touisset
Road *. Follow Touisset Road until you
pass the Touisset Engine 6 Fire Department.
My house is the 2nd house on the left
after the fire department. There will be a sign
on the front lawn. ( Meeting)
* Make sure you take the 3rd left which is
Touisset Road not the 2nd left which is
Touisset Ave.

Up Scope:
July 14th Meeting

Bill Collins  Host
113 Powderhorn Lane

Taunton, MA
5088248141

Take 140N from Taunton or S from Norton.
Go right or left on Norton Street. Take a left
at first fork, then a right at the second fork.
Take first right and follow along to house
#113.

Sept 14th Meeting
Del Stator  Host
18 Stone Street
Middleboro, MA
5089477939

From the west: Rte. 495 South to the Rte. 44
East & West (Plymouth / Taunton) exit. Go
right at the top of the ramp, East, toward
Plymouth. Go half way around the rotary and
continue east on Rte. 44. Take the Rte. 58
exit and go right, South towards Carver,
through two sets of lights, at the top of the
rise, in front of Quickeez, take a right on to
Forest, then first right onto Fuller. Thru the
cranberry bogs, at the town line Fuller
becomes Stone, and in about ½ mile you will
see the intermediate blue raised ranch on
your right.
From the east/Rte. 3: Take Rte 44 East to the
third exit, Rte 58, Carver / Plympton; at the
bottom of the ramp go left, South. (Follow the
directions above.)
From downtown Middleboro: Follow Rte. 105
north, right on Plymouth St., bear right onto
Wall St., 4th left onto Stone, 6th house on
the left.
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Kit Review  Tamiya WWII Jeep
by Robert Magina

The new Tamiya Jeep kit while not realnew to the market is still a very sweet kit.Light years ahead of their old offeringand for that matter Italeri’s as well. Goestogether like a nice fitting glove. Noflash, perfect fit. It is well detailed withclear assembly instructions. I think youcould probably build it without them, it’sthat good. The only down side with thenew jeep is that Tamiya did not include aredo of the trailer from the old kit.
As I said, assembly went well. I wantedto make mine a model of one of therecon jeeps of the 82nd in the Ardennesin winter of 194445. These jeeps hadthe windshield removed and armorplating added around the driver andpassenger. In the passenger seat wasmounted a 30 cal. I scratch built thearmor plating out of sheet stock,scrounged a 30 cal from the parts boxand purchased a set of resin jeep tireswith chains from Tank Workshop. I wasvery happy with the finished model. Ofcourse right at the juncture of finishingmy project a PE company issues a PEset for the armor plating. Then, DMLdecides to release a kit of the armoredjeep. Always happens to me after I builda conversion.
Well, what can I say? So, I primed myjeep conversion with Tester’s Rubberenamel paint. Next came a base coat ofModel Master Enamel Olive Drab. Glosscoat for the decals which in my casewere minimal. For the dashboard I usedArcher Dry Transfer gauges andinformation plates. These really enhancethe dash and vehicle interior. Archer hasquite a line of these for a number ofAmerican and German vehicles. I addedMV Lenses for headlights andscrounged vehicle numbers and starsfrom Archer Dry Transfers. Next camedry brushing with faded olive drab with afollow on of washes of various acrylics. Iadded 30 cal ammo boxes fromAcademy, rations from Verlinden,personal gear, medic box, shell casings,gas can and I was done. The Jeep wasthen given a coat of Dull Coat fromTesters.

The base was next. To an old awardsplaque sans name plates I added ablock of wood. I painted the base blackand gave it two coats of polyurethane.Vinyl spackle for ground work camenext with a follow up of static grass, leaflitter and clump grass. Once all this wasdry I gave the base a coat of TestersDull Coat. Once this dried, snow wasadded. The snow came from the UKfrom a shop I cannot remember thename at this juncture but I know theydo mail order. This snow is very fineand not like the Woodland Scenic’ssnow with is a bit big and quite a lot likesalt. I fabricated a sign post from anold match stick, painted it in red andwhite stripes, made a plaster base for itand added several signs. I use a resinwinter GI (who looks very cold) fromWarriors and there you have it.
Great kit, very cheap and a pleasure toput together. I have the SquadronJeeps in Action and Concords WWIIJeeps which have several more ofthese babies I would like to build. Iunderstand that Verlinden now has aresin conversion to do an SAS Jeep.Tank Workshops I believe has a resinsnow plow. There are so many coolsubjects. I highly recommend this kit.
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April 14th Meeting  NormBabcock

1/48th F16  Kevin Colburn
1/700th Type 33 Sub  Bob Don
1/35th Pak 38  Bob Don
1/35th M5A1 (WIP)  Gil Costa
1/32nd AV8B  John McCormick
In Attendance:
Norm Babcock John McCormick
Hal Marshman Sr. Kevin Colburn
John Nickerson Norm Robbie
Gian Montecalvo Ray Rosario
Paul Champigny Bob Don
Steve Kwasny John Gisetto Sr.
John Gisetto Jr.
Raffle:
Walker Bulldog  John McCormick
Universal Trailers  Ray Rosario
Sanding Sticks  Norm Babcock
Sanding Sticks  Gian Montecalvo
Sopwith  Paul Champigny
Sopwith  John Nickerson
Fighter  Bob Don

In Range:
May 12th Meeting  Bob Magina
1/1 You Don't Know Jack  Kevin Conlon
1/48th TA152C  Hal Marshman Sr.
1/35th BTR40  Bill Collins
1/35th CCKW Flak Truck  Bill Collins
1/35th Polizie Kubelsitzwagon  Bill Collins
1/144th F19 Stealth  Mike Poulin
Thunderbirds The Mole  Mike Poulin
1/72nd Churchill Mk III  Bob Don
In Attendance:
Bob Magina Craig Magina
Kevin Conlon Steve Kwasny
Bill Collins Hal Marshman Sr.
Mike Kenney Kevin Colburn
Paul Dion Norm Robbie
Gian Montecalvo Mike Poulin
Paul Champigny Joe Russmum
Ray Rosario Dave Tanguay
Bob Don John Nickerson

Raffle:
1/48th F4U4  Hal Marshman Sr.
Figure International  Kevin Conlon
Sanding Sticks  Paul Champigny
Sanding Sticks  Paul Dion
Sanding Sticks  Bob Magina
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IPMS Bay Colony Modelers meet the second Saturday
of each month from 1:00 to 4:00 PM. The meetings take
place at selected members houses. Look at the
Battlewagon or the club website for locatiion and
directions. Guests are always welcome. Membership is
$10.00 per year. Members and guests are encourged to
bring completed models or works in progress for display
and discussion.
The Battlewagon is published six times per year. All
opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect IPMS Bay Colony or IPMS USA
views. Submissions relevant to modeling are welcome,
and may be published at the discretion of the editor. All
material is subject to editing. There is no payment for
articles.

IPMS Bay ColonyHistorical Modelers
71 Willow LanePlainville, MA 02762
phone: (508)6957754email: treadhead@comcast.netweb: www.ipmsbaycolony.com
2012  2013 Club Dues
If you have not already doneso, please renew your duesfor the coming 20112012membership year. Dues arestill $10. Please remit yourdues to John Nickerson at ameeting or send it to him at18 Stone Street,Middleboro, MA 02346
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(508) – 222-3460

Hobby Hut
47 Bank Street Rear
Attleboro, MA  02703

     Models  - Trains  -   Paints -  Rockets  -  RC
                        - Hobby Supplies -
10-6 Daily            10-5 Sat           Closed Sundays

- WILL SPECIAL ORDER -

  
IPMS Bay Colony Historical Modelers
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Plainville, MA  02762




